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In the paper we obtain an ergodic decomposition generated by a positive 
operator T: E-+ E (E being a Banach lattice having the projection property). I f  T 
is a power bounded operator and if E IS a KB-space, then the decomposition 
permits us to describe sufficient conditions for the existence of nonzero 
T-subinvariant elements in E. We also study the relationship between the Hopf 
decomposition in Banach lattices and the one defined in the paper in order to 
obtain sufficient conditions for the existence of a T-invariant weak order unit. 
Q 1990 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTROD~J~TION 
Let E be a Banach lattice and let T: E + E be a positive operator. An 
element UE E, u>O is called T-subinvariant if Tu < U, and it is called 
T-invariant if Tu = u. 
In this paper we describe an ergodic decomposition which is used to 
study the existence and properties of nonzero T-subinvariant and 
T-invariant elements in the case in which E is a KB-space and T is a power 
bounded positive operator. 
In ergodic theory the question of existence of nonzero T-invariant 
elements has appeared in the following setting (see the papers of 
Calderon [6]; Dowker [9, lo]; Hajian and Kakutani [14]; Halmos [lS]; 
Hopf [16]; Sucheston [26, 271): let (X, C, CL) be a probability space, and 
let T: L’(X, Z; ,u) -+L’(X, .Z:, p) be a positive operator induced by a 
measurable transformation r: X+ X, one has been interested in finding 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a T-invariant weak 
order unit. 
Now, let (X, Z, p) be a a-finite measure space, and let T be a positive 
contraction of L’(X, C, p). Nonzero T-invariant elements in this more 
general context have been studied by Dean and Sucheston [S]; Neveu 
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[22, 231 (for a detailed study and references concerning invariant elements 
in L’-spaces see Krengel’s book [17]). 
The need for the study of the existence and the properties of subinvariant 
elements became apparent once Brunel [4] created a maximal ergodic 
theorem (in view of its importance, Brunel’s theorem (known as “Brunel’s 
lemma”) has been described in many works; see, for example, Akcoglu [ 11; 
Garsia [12, 13-J; Krengel [17]; Meyer [19, 201) in order to obtain a new 
proof of the ratio ergodic theorem of Chacon and Ornstein [7]. The 
importance of subinvariant elements has emerged also in Garsia’s approach 
to the Hopf maximal ergodic theorem (see Theorem 2.7.2, p. 45 of [13]). 
Subinvariant elements also play a very important role in ergodic theorems 
for positive operators in Banach lattices (see Millet and Sucheston [21]; 
see also our papers [28, 291). 
In Banach lattices, invariant and subinvariant elements have been 
studied in the papers of Akcoglu and Sucheston [2]; Brunel and Sucheston 
[S]; Millet and Sucheston [21]; Shields [25]. Our approach is similar to 
the one in Shields [25]. 
The terminology used in this paper is that of Aliprantis and 
Burkinshaw [3]; Dunford and Schwartz [ 111; Luxemburg and Zaanen 
[ 183; Schaefer [24]. 
Given a Banach lattice E and a positive operator T: E + E, we construct 
(in Section 2) two bands Q(T), n(T), and we prove that if E has the 
projection property, then E = 52(T) @ l7( T). 
In Section 3 we prove that if E is a KB-space, and T is a power bounded 
operator, then 17(T) is contained in the projection band generated by the 
T-subinvariant elements of E. We also discuss the relationship between the 
above-mentioned decomposition and the Hopf decomposition described in 
our paper [29]. 
2. AN ERGODIC DECOMPOSITION 
Let E be a Banach lattice, and let T: E + E be a positive operator. Let 
E’ and E” be the dual and the bidual of E, respectively. It is well known 
that every u E E can be thought of as an element of E”; in this paper we 
often do so, without stating it explicitly every time. For every UE E, we 
denote by T(U) the carrier of u (T(U) E E’). 
Set 
I 
u=O or u#O and for every USE, 
L!(T)= ueE 
u # 0, 0 < u < 1~1 there exists x E T(u) s E’, 
x 2 0, x # 0 such that for every y E E’, 






r u=O or u#O and for every VIE, v#O, 06~6 1~1 there exists WEE, w#O, Cl(T)= ueE 0 6 $1’ < v such that for every x E f(w) G E’, x 3 0, .K # 0 there exists ~2 E E’, ~1 # 0, 0 6 y < I such that lim inf ( 7’“~, y) = 0. II 
PROPOSITION 1. ZZ( T) and Q(T) are hands in E. 
Proof: We first prove that Z7( 7’) is a band in E. 
Clearly, Z7( T) is a solid set in E; it is also obvious that CIU E Z7( T) whenever 
EER and UEZ~(T). 
Let ul, u2 E n( 7’). Clearly, in order to prove that ui + u2 E n(T), we may 
assume that u,+u2#0. Let VEE be such that u#O, O<v<lu,+~~I~ 
Iu, / + Iu2 1. By the decomposition property (Proposition 1.6, p. 53 of [24]), 
there exist v,,v,~E such that O<tl,<lu,I, 06v2<lu2(, and v=v,+v,. 
Taking into consideration that o #O, it follows that v, #O or v2 # 0. 
Assume that vr # 0 (similar arguments hold if r2 # 0); then, there exists 
spree’, x20, x#O such that for every GEE’, y#O, O<y<x, one 
has that lim inf, (T”v,, y) > 0. It follows that XE T(v) (since vi <v), and 
that lim inf, ( T”c, J ) > 0 for every y E E’, y # 0, 0 < v 6 X. Accordingly, 
u,+u,~Z7(T). 
Let A G n( T), and assume that sup A exists in E. Let u = sup A. Clearly, 
in order to prove that UE n( T), we may assume that u ~0. Let v E E be 
such that v # 0, 0 < v G 1~1. Then, there exists us0 E A such that v A (wOI # 0 
(indeed, if we assume that u A 1~1’1 = 0 for every w  E A, then v A (sup A) < 0, 
and v A (inf( -A)) G.0; hence, v A 1~1 = 0, and we have obtained a 
contradiction). It follows that there exists x E T(v A lwol ) E T(v), x # 0, 
x>O such that for every y E E’, y #O, 0 6 y <x, one has that 
0 < lim inf, ( T”( u A I utO I), y ) d lim inf, ( T”v, y ). Accordingly, u E n( T). 
To prove that Q(T) is a band, we start by noticing that Q(T) is a solid 
set and that, clearly, for every NE R and UEQ(T), one has that ctu~Q(T). 
Let ui, u2 E Q(T). Obviously, in order to prove that ui + ua E Q( T), we 
may assume that u,+u2#0. Let VIE, v#O be such that O<u< 
Iui + u2 I < lui I + lu2 ( . Then, by the decomposition property, there exist 
v,,v,~E such that O<v,dlu,I, Odv,~lu,l, and v=v,+v,. It follows 
that v, # 0 or v2 # 0 (since v # 0). Assume that v, # 0 (the case v2 # 0 is 
similar). Taking into consideration that ui E Q( T), it follows that there 
exists w  E E, w # 0, 0 < w  < v, such that for every x E T(w) c E’, x > 0, 
x # 0, there exists y E E’, y # 0, 0 < y < x such that lim inf,, ( T”w, y ) = 0. 
Accordingly, u i + u2 E O( T). 
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Now let A c Q(T), and assume that sup A exists in E. Set u = sup A. 
Obviously, in order to prove that u E sZ( T), we may assume that u # 0. Let 
t) E E be such that o # 0, 0 < u < ( ~1. It follows that there exists u0 E A such 
that u A luO( #O. Taking into consideration that u,eQ( T), it follows that 
there exists w  E E, u’ # 0, 0 < u’ < v A 1 u,, 1 such that for every x E T(w) 5 E’, 
x #O, x b 0, there exists YEE’, y  # 0, 0~ y<x such that 
lim inf,, ( T”w, y ) = 0. Accordingly, u E sZ( T). Q.E.D. 
The next theorem defines an ergodic decomposition valid in Banach 
lattices having the projection property. 
THEOREM 2. If E has the projection property, then E = Z7( T) @ Q(T). 
Proof: Clearly, 17(T) n Q(T) = 0. Accordingly, in order to prove the 
theorem we have to prove only that E = I7( T) + Q(T). 
Obviously, it is enough to prove that for every u E E, u >O, there exist 
~,EZZ(T) and ~,ESZ(T) such that u=un+un. 
To this end, let u E E be such that u 2 0, let u, be the projection of u on 
a(T), and set ufl = u - u,. 
Assume that Us 4 n(T). Then there exists u. E E, u. # 0, 0 < u. 6 u, such 
that for every x~r(z.4~) E E’, ~20, x#O, there exists ye E’, y #O, 
0 < y <X such that lim inf, ( T”uo, y) = 0. Taking into consideration that 
T(v) c f(u,) for every v E E, 0 6 u < uo, it follows that u. E 52(T). Taking 
into consideration that un and Us are components of u, and that 
OQUo<Un, it follows that u,, A ug = 0; hence, u. v un = u. + un # un. We 
have obtained a contradiction since on one hand u. + un E 52(T), and 
u. + un < u, while on the other hand u, = sup { w  E a( T)/O < w  < u} .Q.E.D. 
3. SUBINVARIANT ELEMENTS IN K&SPACES 
As we mentioned in the Introduction, in this section we discuss some 
applications of the ergodic decomposition E = Z7( T) @ sZ( T) to the study of 
T-subinvariant elements. 
Unless otherwise stated, we assume from now on, throughout this section, 
that E is a KB-space and that T: E + E is a positive power bounded 
operator. For every u E E, we denote by B, the band generated by u. 
THEOREM 3. For every UE IT(T), there exists v E E, v 20 such that 
TV < v, and such that B, s B,. 
Proof. Clearly, we may assume that u # 0. It is also obvious that it is 
enough to prove the theorem in the case u > 0 (since n(T) is a (projection) 
band, and since B, = B,,, for every u E E). 
Accordingly, let u E n(T), u # 0, u 2 0. Let L be a Banach limit (for the 
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definition of Banach limits see p. 73 of [ll]) and consider the linear 
functional o: E’+R defined by w(x)=L(((T”~,~)),.~“(~)) for every 
XEE’. 
Using the properties of the Banach limits, it is clear that o is a positive 
linear functional; therefore, o E E”. 
Let T’: E’ + E’, and T”: E” + E” be the dual and the second dual of T, 
respectively. 
It follows that (x,~)=L(((T”u,x)),~~~~~~)=L(((T”u,x)),,~~)= 
L(((T”u, T’x))~~~~(,,~) = (T’x, w) = (x, T”w) for every XEE’. 
Accordingly, T”o = co. 
Let A = {w E E/O < w  6 w}. Then, A is an order bounded set in the order 
complete Banach lattice E”; therefore, the supremum of A in E” exists. Let 
v be the supremum of A in E”. Since A is an increasingly directed norm 
bounded set in the KB-space E, it follows that the supremum of A in E 
exists and is equal to u. 
Now, clearly, TV < v since TV = T”v 6 T”o = co. 
The proof will be completed if we show that B, E B,. 
To this end, assume that B, g B,. Then, there exists w  E B,, w  Z 0, w  # 0 
such that w  A v = 0 (we used here the fact that B, is a projection band). 
Taking into consideration that w  A u # 0, and using the Freudenthal spectral 
theorem (see, for example, Theorem 40.2, p. 257 of [18]), we may assume 
that w  is a nonzero component of u. 
Taking into consideration that w  E E, and that E can be thought of as a 
band in E”, it follows that w  A w  E E; therefore, w  A o < v (since 
w  A 060). Accordingly, w  A w=O (since O<w A w<w A v=O). 
Since WE BusIT( it follows that there exists X~E E’, x,20, x0 #O, 
x0 E T(w) such that lim inf, ( T”w, y ) > 0 for every y E E’, y # 0, 0 < y < x. 
By Theorem 2 of L-251, there exists a sequence (y,)[,,, ~,EE’, 
0 < y, < x0 for every 12 0 such that supk C:=, y, = x0, and such that 
w( yo) = 0, o( yn) = 0 for every n 2 1. 
Since x0 is in the carrier of w, it follows that y, = 0. Taking 
into consideration that sup, C:=, y, = x0 # 0, one has that y1 # 0 for 
some 1 E N; therefore, lim inf, ( T”w, y, ) > 0. Accordingly, w( y,) k 
lim inf, ( T”u, y, ) 2 lim inf, ( T”w, y, ) > 0. 
We have obtained a contradiction since w(y/) = 0. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (a) If E has weak order units, and if Z7( T) = E, then T has 
subinvariant weak order units. Indeed, if u is a weak order unit of E, then 
B, = B, for some T-subinvariant weak order unit v of E. 
(b) It is not true in general that Z7( T) # 0 implies the existence of 
nonzero T-subinvariant elements even if T is a positive contraction of an 
order continuous Banach lattice. Indeed, let co be the Banach lattice of all 
real valued sequences converging to zero, and let T: co --f co be defined by 
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T((x,, x2, x3, . ..))= (x1, x1, x2, x3, . ..) for every (x,),~~Ec~. It is well 
known (and easy to see) that T is a positive contraction. Clearly, T does 
not have nonzero subinvariant elements. It is also not too difficult to see 
that WT) = WLN EC~/X,=O for every na2). 
The next theorem discusses the relationship between the decomposition 
describkd in Theorem 2 and the Hopf decomposition in Banach lattices 
(see [29]). 
THEOREM 4. Let E be a Banach lattice, and let T: E + E be a positive 
operator. Assume that T’ has a subinvariant weak order unit. 
(a) If E has order continuous norm, then X7(T) c I,. 
(b) Assume that E is a KB-space which has weak order units and that 
T is a power bounded operator. If %I( T) = E, then T has an invariant weak 
order unit. 
Proof: (a) Let e E E’ be a T’-subinvariant weak order unit of E’. 
By Theorem 18 of [29], Zc = Z&e). 
Assume that ZZ( T) P Zc. Taking into consideration that E = Zc $ ID (see 
Theorem 3 of [29]), it follows that there exists u E Z7( T), u 2 0, u # 0 such 
that UEI~. 
Since u E n(T), there exists x E T(u), x > 0, x # 0 such that for every 
GEE’, y#O, O< y<x, one has that liminf,(T”u, y)>O. 
On the other hand, by Theorem 16 of [29], there exists y, E E’, 0 < y, <x 
such that 0 < C,“=. ( T”u, yo) < +a~. Accordingly, lim, _ +co ( T”u, yo) 
= 0, and we have obtained a contradiction. 
(b) By Remark (a) following Theorem 3, there exists a weak order 
unit v of E such that TV < v. Taking into consideration that Zc = n(T) = E, 
and using Theorem 6 (or Theorem 23) of [29], it follows that TV = v. 
Q.E.D. 
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